LS0 Lightbar Slim

Expand your Ketra experience with this sleek, new accent linear

Introducing LS0 Lightbar Slim

A sleek, modular linear lighting system

Configurable for every job
	The smallest Ketra
luminaire

· Suited for low-profile, linear lighting applications:
– Under cabinet and under shelf
– Media centers and bookcases
– Toe-kicks and small coves
· Connect up to 24' of lighting in a single
low-voltage feed.

·

Delivers the same powerful, high-fidelity light
as all Ketra luminaires.
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Specify lengths from 10" to 96"
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System components
·
·

Remotely powered by the 100–277 VAC X96 Ketra controller
Natively integrated with the Lutron HomeWorks system (QSX processor, HomeWorks Designer 16.0 or greater)

Connect as needed
·

X96 Ketra Controller

Up to 50' of
4-conductor cable

Flexible connection
between sections

Up to 24' of LS0
Lightbar Slim fixtures

Order the appropriate endcap option for your
installation:
– Straight end-to-end connector for linear runs
– Flexible connector for corners and angles
· Field-wired jumper cables are available for
bridging larger gaps.

System flexibility
· Choose the best style for your application:
Luminaire
Options

Lumen
Output

Delivered Max. Run
Output
Length

Long Run

200 lm/ft 59 lm/W

24 ft

Uniform Lens 250 lm/ft 45 lm/W

15 ft

High Output

15 ft

350 lm/ft 64 lm/W

High Output & Long Run
Straight connection
between linear segments

Lens will have visible hot
spots when viewed directly.

Uniform Lens (Coming Soon)
Lens will be evenly illuminated
when viewed directly.

The Ketra Difference

A Palette
That Inspires
Endless possibilities and unparalleled precision
define the Ketra High Def Palette. Choose from a
wide spectrum of high CRI whites, saturated colors,
and pastels with 16.7 million colors at your fingertips.

Vibrant, Dynamic,
& Limitless
The Ketra Dynamic Spectrum allows you to tune the
perfect light for every moment. Follow the natural
rhythm of daylight, warmly dim down to 0.1%, or
turn the dial up on vibrancy to completely transform
artwork, making vivid colors pop.

Superior Optics
for Uniform Light
Place light precisely where you want it—and nowhere
else. Ketra TruBeam combines an emitter and other
optics to produce the maximum range of beam
spreads, while maintaining uniform color and intensity.

Precision Color
for Life

Create immersive experiences
Extend the Ketra experience to every layer of light with a slim, modular fixture that fits in smaller spaces.

With other LED solutions, colors can degrade over
time—or mismatch if LEDs are sourced from multiple
manufacturers. Ketra Color Lock aligns color points
across individual light sources, actively preserving
accurate, beautiful hues for the life of the light.

Learn more at ketra.com
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